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Of particular interest, degrees of
relatedness within a huddle may differ
for genes of maternal and paternal
origin. For example, in a multiple-
paternity litter, more individuals will
share genes of maternal origin than will
share genes of paternal origin.
Therefore, maternally expressed
imprinted genes are predicted to
promote higher contributions to
communal heating than the level
favored by paternally expressed
imprinted genes (Figure 1) [9].
Brown Fat and Genomic Imprinting
Young mammals generate heat by
non-shivering thermogenesis in
brown adipocytes [10]. At least three
imprinted loci influence this process in
mice. Two paternally expressed loci,
Pref1/Dlk1 and Necdin [11,12], reduce
the size of the ‘furnace’ by inhibiting
differentiation of preadipocytes into
brown adipocytes [13]. The third
imprinted locus, GNAS, encodes the
G-protein a stimulatory subunit (Gas)
that initiates the cellular events that
activate thermogenesis downstream
of b-adrenergic receptors [10]. Both
maternally and paternally derived
GNAS alleles produce Gas in most
tissues, but in brown adipose tissue the
maternally derived allele is expressed
preferentially [14]. By contrast, the
paternally derived GNAS allele
produces the XLas protein, which
antagonizes the effects of Gas in
brown adipose tissue [15]. Thus,
GNAS produces both a maternally
expressed promoter and a paternally
expressed inhibitor of non-shivering
thermogenesis. This is the pattern
that would be predicted if
matrilineal relatedness exceeds
patrilineal relatedness within huddles.
Future studies will test whether this
pattern is maintained at other imprinted
loci.
The evolution of cooperation has
been a major area of theoretical and
empirical research in evolutionary
biology, but with a perceived need
to exploit new study systems for
testing theoretical models [16].
Social thermogenesis has certain
advantages for studying the stability
and breakdown of cooperation.
Huddles are spatially localized, and
fitness-related variables, such as
temperature, body weight or milk
consumption, are easily measured.
Moreover, pharmacological and
genetic interventions are available
to adjust how much particular
individuals contribute to the
collective good.
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DNA methyltransferase-1 (DNMT1) has a higher specific activity on
hemimethylated DNA than on unmethylated DNA, but this preference is too
small to explain the faithful mitotic inheritance of genomic methylation
patterns. New genetic studies in plants and mammals have identified a novel
factor that increases the fidelity of maintenance methylation.Steen K.T. Ooi
and Timothy H. Bestor
In 1975 Art Riggs and Robin Holliday
independently predicted the existence
of DNA methyltransferases that wouldmethylate only hemimethylated DNA,
thereby rendering genomic
methylation patterns subject to mitotic
inheritance [1,2]. Wigler [3] later
showed that methylation patterns
were indeed subject to mitoticinheritance, and Groudine and
colleagues [4] showed that this
inheritance was stable for at least 80
cell doublings in a system that
controlled for copy number and
integration site effects. Eric Richards
and colleagues showed remarkably
stable mitotic and meiotic inheritance
of CpG methylation patterns in
Arabidopsis thaliana [5]. Faithful
maintenance of methylation patterns
is essential for the survival of
differentiated cells and may be
involved in diseases in which
the perpetuation of aberrant
DNA-methylation patterns may
contribute to disorders of imprinted
Dispatch
R175gene expression and to
carcinogenesis [6].
An enzyme that came to be called
DNA methyltransferase-1 (DNMT1) was
shown to prefer hemimethylated
substrates [7] and this observation
seemed to confirm the predictions of
Riggs and Holliday. However, this
preference depended on the nature
of the sequence and was not more
than 30-fold on hemimethylated
poly d(CG) and was as low as 5-fold
on hemimethylated DNA of random
sequence [8]. This means that 3–20%
of CpG sites would lose methylation
in each cell division (if methylation of
each CpG site were independent of the
methylation status of other local CpG
sites). The high de novo methylation
activity of DNMT1 (much higher than
that of the de novo methyltransferases
DNMT3A and DNMT3B) [9], coupled
with cellular expression levels that are
higher than either de novo enzyme,
would rapidly result in randomized
genomic methylation patterns. Given
that genomic methylation patterns
are faithfully transmitted, additional
factors must therefore stimulate the
activity of DNMT1 at hemimethylated
CpG sites and prevent it from
methylating previously unmethylated
sites. What are these factors?
Previous studies identified
a replication focus targeting domain in
DNMT-1 that coordinates maintenance
methylation and DNA replication [10],
and this domain is likely to increase
the heritability of methylation patterns.
Proliferating cell nuclear antigen
(PCNA) was a candidate for
augmenting this heritability [11], but
human cells expressing DNMT1
that lacked the amino-terminal
PCNA-binding domain showed only a
minor reduction in the post-replicative
rate of methylation [12]. An important
advance came from a genetic screen
in Arabidopsis that identified VARIANT
IN METHYLATION 1 (VIM1) as being
important for the maintenance of DNA
methylation at centromeric repeats
[13]. VIM1 contains a number of
annotated domains, including a SET
and RING associated (SRA) domain,
which is able to bind to methylated
CpG and CpNpG sites [14]. Woo et al.
[13] noted the existence of
a mammalian homologue of VIM1
named NP95 (also known as UHRF1
and ICBP90, among several other
names).
As early as 2001 it was stated by
Miura et al. [15], ‘‘.NP95 does not takeUbiq PHD SRA RING
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Figure 1. Domain structure of DNMT1 and NP95 and the mechanism through which they
mediate the maintenance of DNA methylation profiles.
Following DNA replication, methylated CpGs are hemimethylated and NP95 is recruited via the
recognition and binding of hemimethylated sites by the SRA domain. DNMT1, in turn, is
recruited as a result of an interaction between its amino-terminal domain (which contains
the RFT motif) and NP95, possibly involving the NP95 PHD domain. DNMT1 methyltransferase
activity subsequently restores symmetrical CpG methylation, thereby maintaining the parental
methylation pattern. The RFT domain is a replication focus targeting motif; the functions of
the Cys-rich and Brahma adjacent homology (BAH) motifs are not understood. NLS, nuclear
localization sequence; GK, Glycine and Lysine repeat region; Ubiq, ubiquitin-like domain;
RING, Really Interesting New Gene.a direct part in DNA replication as part
of the DNA synthesizing machinery.
but is presumably involved in other
DNA replication-linked nuclear
events’’. This proposed replication-
linked role has now been elucidated
in two recent studies [15,16] via
a combination of genetic and
biochemical approaches. NP95-null
ES cells are found to be demethylated
at interspersed repeats, tandem
repeats and differentially methylated
regions of imprinted loci, all of which
are heavily methylated in normal cells.
The NP95 mutant essentially
phenocopies the Dnmt1 mutant both
in ES cells and in mouse embryos [16].
From a mechanistic viewpoint, one
might expect that the transmission of
methylation patterns should involve
recognition of the newly synthesized
hemimethylated substrate. NP95
appears to be capable of doing this,
although the presence of a
ubiquitin-like domain at the amino
terminus leaves open the possibility
that ubiquitylation may also be involved
in replication-focus targeting. Use of
a DNA-labelling approach and ES
cells lacking either DNMT1 or all three
mammalian DNA methyltransferases,
Sharif and colleagues [17] showed by
immunofluorescence that NP95 has
a strong preference for newly
replicated, hemimethylated DNA. In
combination with the experiments of
Bostick and colleagues [18] (who
examined the binding of the NP95SRA domain to methylated and
unmethylated oligonucleotides), this
indicates the importance of recognition
and binding of hemimethylated DNA.
The presence of methylation at only
CpG dinucleotides has clearly driven
the evolution of the NP95 SRA domain.
Under Bostick and colleagues’ assay
conditions, there was no binding of
NP95 to hemimethylated CpNpG or
CpNpN sites, two sequences that are
unmethylated in mammalian DNA, but
can be methylated in flowering plants.
Although a number of factors have
been reported to interact with the
amino terminus of DNMT1, the
biological functions of the numerous
sequence motifs located within this
region have long been unclear. ES
cells that express only a catalytically
inactive version of DNMT1 caused by
a single conservative substitution at
the active site recapitulate the
phenotypes caused by DNMT1
deficiency [19], which suggests that
the transcriptional repressor activity
attributed to DNMT1 plays a very
minor biological role. The finding that
null alleles of NP95 largely phenocopy
null alleles of Dnmt1 provides further
evidence that the essential function of
DNMT1 is primarily or exclusively the
methylation of DNA.
By deletion analysis Bostick and
colleagues [18] showed that the amino-
terminal region encompassing the
RFT domain of DNMT1 is necessary
for association with NP95, via
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homeodomain (PHD) region (Figure 1).
It is interesting that, in their assay,
they also observe NP95 binding to
part of the DNMT1 carboxy-terminal
methyltransferase domain, although it
is unclear whether this interaction is
mediated through the NP95 PHD
domain or another domain. NP95
(under various names) had been
previously identified as a protein
involved in cell-cycle progression,
sensitivity to genotoxins, and DNA
replication, and it remains to be seen
whether these effects are related to
changes in genomic methylation
patterns or reflect some other
function of NP95.
NP95 adds to a growing list of factors
that have been genetically determined
to be involved in the establishment or
maintenance of genomic methylation
in mammals but are not DNA
methyltransferases. Cells or mouse
embryos deficient in DNMT3L, MILI,
MIWI2, CGBP, Lsh or both Suv39h1
and Suv39h2 all display some degree
of demethylation in one or more
sequence compartments. With the
exception of DNMT3L, which has been
shown to be involved in establishment
of genomic methylation patterns, it
remains unclear whether these other
factors play roles in establishment and/
or maintenance, and the mechanisms
through which they function remain to
be determined. These new studies
on NP95 not only represent the
identification of a factor involved in the
maintenance of global methylationActive Sensing: Ma
and Sensory Space
A recent study has shown that, unusual
capabilities of an electric fish are omnid
and sensory spaces helps the fish to hu
important given their energetically cost
Stefan Schuster
Bats, electric fish and head-shaking
locusts have one thing in common: they
all invest energy into probing actions
that help them to obtain useful
information about their surroundings
from sensory feedback. In some
animals, the energy invested in such
‘active sensing’ can be substantial,patterns, but also might reconcile the
limited dependence of DNMT1 on
hemimethylated substrates with the
faithful mitotic inheritance of genomic
methylation patterns.
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The black ghost knifefish
(Apteronotus albifrons) studied by
Snyder et al. [1] is an amazing creature.
It can move elegantly in a wide variety
of body orientations and can rapidly
switch from one mode of moving to
another. Its major propulsion system
is its ventral ribbon fin, which runs
over almost the full body [1–3]. To
probe its nocturnal environment, the
fish sends a current across its skin
which continuously oscillates at about
1000 cycles per second. With a large
number of electroreceptors, tuned
to this high frequency [4], the fish
monitors how the self-generated
current spreads over the fish’s surface.
